### Bachelor of Music Degree

**BM.MUS.ED.INST (452)**

- **MUSI 3268** *(MUS 396)* Band Arranging
- **MUSI 3269** *(MUS 397)* Advanced Ear Training
- **MUSI 3270** *(MUS 398)* 16th-Century Counterpoint

**ENSEMBLE REQUIREMENT:**
- A minimum of eight fall or spring semesters of major ensemble are required for bachelor of music (B.M.) degrees. Band (MUSI XX26 or XX27) is the major ensemble for woodwinds, brass, and percussion; choir (MUSI XX41 or XX42) for voice; orchestra (MUSI XX29) for strings; and<br>keyboard majors, but keyboard students may choose band or orchestra, respectively, if they can play a woodwind, brass, percussion, or string instrument.

**MUSI XXX**** (MAJOR ENSEMBLE) 1,1,1,1 4

**MUSI 3XXX**** (MAJOR ENSEMBLE) 1,1,1,1 0

### INSTRUMENTAL EMPIRIS: 19 HOURS

- **MUSI 2371** *(MUS 271)* Recreational Music 3
- **MUSI 3129** *(MUS 329)* Secondary School Band Repertoire
- **MUSI 3207** *(MUS 307)* Instrumental Conducting 2
- **MUSI 3233** *(MUS 333)* Woodwind Class 2
- **MUSI 3234** *(MUS 334)* Brass Class 2
- **MUSI 3135** *(MUS 335)* Voice Class 1
- **MUSI 3037** *(MUS 337)* Percussion Class 2
- **MUSI 3238** *(MUS 338)* String Class 2

### EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: 27 HOURS

- **EPDS 3340** *(340)* Educational Foundations 3
- **EPSY 3341** *(341)* Educational Psychology 3
- **MUSI 4327** *(MUS 427)* Instrumental Methods 3
- **EDSE 4328** *(428)* Teaching of School Music 3
- **MUSI 4326** *(MUS 426)* Elementary Music Methods 3
- **EDRD 4304** *(404)* Reading Skills in the Content Field 3
- **EDEL 4340** *(440)* Student Teaching—Elementary 3
- **EDSE 4341** *(441)* Student Teaching—Secondary 3
- **EDT 3343** *(343)* Educational Technology or **MUSI 3343** *(343)* Computer Assisted Electronic Music 3

### MINIMUM HOURS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE DEGREE 128-130